The generalized Silov boundary was introduced by the author [2] to study multi-dimensional analytic structure in the spectrum of a uniform algebra. Related but more extensive applications of this boundary were developed by Sibony [13] . Kramm [10] has utilized this boundary to help obtain a characterization of Stein algebras. The definition of the Silov boundary of order q in [2] was motivated by consideration of Sί-varieties of codimension q in the spectrum of Sί.
Here we show how extending 3ί by the conjugates of q functions from % decomposing the spectrum of Sί into q + 1 pieces, or generalizing the idea of an Sί-polyhedron all lead to the same circle of ideas as the qth order boundary. We also relate this boundary to "tf-holomorphic" functions. (In [3] , [4] the author defined a function / to be g-holomorphic if 3/ Λ (βdf) q = 0, and developed some elementary properties of such functions.) Finally, we establish a connection between the first order boundary and the 9ϊ-holomorphic convexity studied by Rickart [11] .
We refer the reader to Stout's book, [14] , for notation, terminology, and basic results concerning function algebras and uniform algebras. 1* Generalized boundaries and extension algebras* Let A be a function algebra on the compact Hausdorff space X (although the results of this section also apply if X is locally compact). Let d 0 A denote the usual Silov boundary for A. For a subset S of A let #S denote the cardinality of S and let
V(S) = {xeX\vfeS,f(x) = 0}.
If K is a closed subset of X define the restriction algebra DEFINITION. Let q be a nonnegative integer. A subset Γ of X is a qth. order boundary for A if given S £ A with #S ^ #, F(S) 0 , we have:
We then define the gth order Silov boundary for A by
Evidently d q A is the smallest closed qth order boundary for A, and the two definitions for d 0 A are consistent.
DEFINITION. If S3 is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, let M = Λf( §B) denote its spectrum and B its algebra of Gelfand transforms. Since B is a function algebra on M we may define 3 g S5 -3 g £. Now suppose that A is a uniform algebra on the compact Hausdorff space X. We denote the corresponding commutative Banach algebra by 5ϊ, and we identify X with the corresponding subset of its spectrum M. Evidently d q A = 3 g 3I if and only if d q W Q X. Of course X contains the usual Silov boundary of A, so this always holds for q = 0, but it need not hold when q > 0. (Let J = {zed \z\ ^1}. Take X = 34 A = P(X). Then d q A = X for all g, 3 0 Sΐ = X, but 3 e W = /f for g > 0.) The generalized Silov boundary used in [2], [10] , and [13] is 3 g Sΐ, but we shall sometimes find it more convenient here to use d q A. For examples of d q % see [13] , pp. 145-147.
Sibony apparently arrived at his definition of d q SΆ by considering the behavior of plurisubharmonic functions. We include his definition here for completeness. THEOREM .) We showed that an (n -l)-holomorphic function on C n satisfies the maximum principle, and we related "g-holomorphic convexity" to g-pseudoconvexity (Theorems 2 and 3 of [3]). Hunt and Murray [9] have since related these g-holomorphic functions to the complex Monge-Ampere equations, obtaining results which extend Bremermann's work [6] on a generalized Dirichlet problem.
In order to develop some of the connections between the generalized Silov boundary and the g-holomorphic functions, let us define
is not even a linear space when 0 < q < n, although it does have some algebraic closure properties; for example, if feA (K) and geA
, Proposition 4). We will still say that a subset Γ of ϋΓis a boundary for A q {K) if for all fe A q (K), max* |/| is achieved on Γ. The maximum principle for g-holomorphic functions mentioned above shows that dK is always a boundary for A q (K) when 0 <; q < n, and certainly K is the only boundary for A q (K) when q ^ n. Similarly, it is clear that dK is a gth order boundary for A{K) when 0 ^ g < n, and that the only gth order boundary for A{K) when g ^ n is K. One reason for this similarity is given by the following result. 
Proof. Let S Q A, # S ^ g. It is easy to verify that A(K)(S) S
A q {K). Since Γ is a boundary for A q (K), it
is a boundary for A(K)(S). By Theorem 3, Γ is a gth order boundary for A(K).
Now suppose that Ω is a bounded open subset of C n with C 2 boundary. Recall that Ω is (strictly) g-pseudoconvex at a point x e 3Ω if the Levi form in the complex tangent space to Ω at x of a defining function for Ω has at least n -1 -q nonnegative (positive) eigenvalues. Let Proof. For g = 0, see Epe [7] (or [5] or [8] ). The same argument used in, say, [5] can be applied when q > 0. We outline a proof, based on this argument, for the case 0 < q < n.
Let feA g (Ω); we will show that maxa\f\ = m.B.x FQ \f\. By the closure properties of A q {Ω) mentioned above, we know that
, so that B is a uniform algebra on Ω. We will show that F q , Ω contains d 0 B, which will complete the proof. For this it suffices to show that any peak point xedΩ for B is a limit of strictly g-pseudoconvex boundary points of Ω. Now given any small neighborhood U of such an x, there is a g e A(Ω)({f}) for which Re g achieves its maximum value, say 1, only in U. Since Reg is g-plurisubharmonic on Ω (Theorem 3.3 of [9] ), φ{z) = -1 + εΣ*=i l^iΓ + Re #0) is strictly g-plurisubharmonic on Ω for any positive ε. If we choose ε to be a small positive number, and c to be a small negative number for which W = {z e Ω | φ{z) = c} is smooth, and if we then translate the hypersurface W in the outward normal direction to Ω at x until W is externally tangent to Ω, any point of tangency of W provides a strictly g-pseudoconvex boundary point of Ω near x.
Note. There does not seem to be a simple way to apply the above argument directly to the original function feA q (Ω), as the set {zedΩ\ Re f{z) = max^ Re /} may extend over a large portion of dΩ. Then we cannot simply translate a level hypersurface to make it externally tangent.
Putting Theorems 4 and 5 together, we see that F g>Ω always contains d q A(Π). In fact, Sibony has shown that d q A(Ω) -F q>Ω when Ω is a C°° pseudoconvex domain which is an "S δ ". ( [13] , Proposition 4.) In this case Ω is the spectrum of the corresponding Banach algebra 81(42), so we also have 9^31(42) = F Q)Ω . Furthermore, it is easy to see that F q>Ω is the smallest closed boundary for A q (Ω) in this case. For an arbitrary bounded Ω with C 2 boundary it would seem to be a difficult question to determine whether a given strictly gpseudoconvex boundary point x of Ω must be included in every closed boundary for A q (Ω) or in d q A(Ω), as these involve global existence questions; but it is not hard to see that for any such x there is a closed ball B centered at x for which x e d q A(Ω Π B) and for which x is any closed boundary for A q (Ω Π B). (See the proof of Theorem 3 in [3] for the construction of an appropriate peaking function.) 3* Generalizations of 8ϊ-convexity* Throughout this section let A be a uniform algebra on the compact Hausdorff space X. As in section one, 8Ϊ denotes the corresponding Banach algebra and M denotes its spectrum; we will also regard SI as a uniform algebra on M. K, K jf etc. will always denote closed subsets of M. We recall briefly some facts about Sϊ-convexity.
The Sί-convex hull of K is defined by There is an obvious generalization of h(K) parallel to the generalized Silov boundary. A similar generalization of 8ί-polyhedron is also possible, and in fact one was made by Rothstein [12] in studying Hartogs' theorems for analytic varieties. Our definition is based on his. Let Note for future reference that the g-polyhedra are precisely the subsets of M which are finite intersections of unions of q + 1 31-polyhedra; for example, if F= (/" ~ 9 f q+ι ) 9 then π(F) = U?ίU(Λ). The g-polyhedra are related to h q (K) in the same way that 9ί-polyhedra are related to h(K). In proving this we will make use of some alternative descriptions of h q (K), two of which are based on decomposing K into q + 1 pieces and examining their hulls. We need a preliminary lemma which describes this kind of decomposition in C q .
h(K) = \xeM\Vfe% \f{x)\ ^max|/| and the rational 8ϊ-convex hull of K is rh(K) = {xeM\Vfe 81, f(χ) e f(K)}. K is a boundary for 81 if and only if h(K) = M. One says that a set K is Sί-convex if and only if h(K)
LEMMA Since x e iϊ 4 , there is a j such that x e h(K s ). Let f be a function in P(Lj) which peaks at 0, and let Ψ = ^(/ , ••-,/,). Then Ψ em Kj , the uniform closure of the restriction algebra $ί\ Kj . From the facts that x 6 V(S) Π h(Kj) and that ?Γ peaks on V(S) n λ(JSΓ, )» it follows that any representing measure for x on JK^ is supported on V(S)-Γi K 3 * Thus x 6 A( 7(S) n K,) £ fc(F(S) Π £) as desired. 4+ Sί-holomorphic convexity and the first order boundary• Again let A denote a uniform algebra on X, with M, SI as in section three. Since the higher order boundaries reflect higher dimentional structure in M, and since holomorphic convexity first becomes interesting in C 2 , it is reasonable to expect some connection between the first order boundary and uniform algebra generalizations of holomorphic convexity. An appropriate notion of Sί-holomorphic convexity was studied by Rickart [11] , which we now recall. [W v(s) ] Q d,% whence (using, say, Corollary 28.9 in [14] ) x a e (d&Γ. Thus (3^)" is not compact.
Let us say that a compact set K £ M is "large" when the only Sί-holomorphically convex open set containing K is M, so that the content of Theorem 7 is that ^Sί is always large. Clearly any large set must contain 3 0 Sί, so that when 3 0 SΪ = 3^, this is the smallest large subset of M. (This happens, e.g., for A = P(B n ), n^2.) When ί, it may happen that there is a smallest large set K with either K = 3 0 SΪ or K = 3 x Si or 3 0 SΪ §Ξ jδΓg 3 x δί; or there may be no smallest large set. For example, if A = Pίz/ 1 ) (where zΓ = {2; 6 C n \ \ Zj | ^ 1}), then 3 0 Sί = dΔ\ but 3^ = Δ 1 is the smallest large set. If A = Λ(X) where X is one of the compact subsets of 3J 2 in [1] or [15] , 3 0 Sί = X is the smallest large set while dJΆ = fe r (-3Γ) ^ X. Finally, consider A = P(Δ 2 ), Jξ = d& = dΔ\ K 2 = {(*, w) 6Δ 2 \ \z\ = 1 or |^| = |w|}, .ΛΓ 8 = {(«, w) e J 2 | |w| = 1 or |w| = |«|}. Then i^, K 2 , K z are all large, but K x n JBΓ 2 1Ί K, = 3 0 Sί is not large. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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